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Merriconegan Farm, with components dating from c.1830 to 1897, is a 
unique and extremely well preserved example of "extended architecture". The 
fjarm complex, which faces east, consists of a linear series of attached frame 
buildings with gable roofs and clapboard siding, supported by granite foun 
dations. From left to right this complex is comprised of the following 
structures:

1. Barn, constructed in 1834 with 2% stories and louvered roof ventilator. 
Principal entrance on Houth side. 6/6 fenestration. Simple Greek 
Revival style trim (cornice returns). Wing to east with shed roof 
and four light casements below eaves.

2. Ell, constructed shortly after 1834, with 2\ story and central brick 
chimney. 5 bay facade with 6/6 windows and two doorways.

3. House, constructed shortly after 1834, with 2^ stories and simple 
Greek Revival style trim (cornice returns). 3-bay facade in gable 
end with 2/2 fenestration (originally 6/6, presumably).

4. Ell, constructed shortly after 1834 as a part of #3, with 2 stories, 
2/2 fenestration. 4 bays wide with entrance to right covered by 
small bracketed porch. First-story 3-sided balustraded bay window.

5. House, constructed before 1834, with 2% stories, 2 large internal 
brick chimneys, 2/2 fenestration, and a 5-bay facade.

6. Ell, Constructed before 1834 as a part of #5, with 2 stories, central 
brick chimney, 4 bays of 2/2 windows. Entrance to the left covered 
by a small bracketed porch.

7. Ell, constructed after 188S£ with 1% stories, 3 bays, and two entrances, 
Half story facade dormer with shed style roof.

8. Barn, constructed in 1897, consisting of 2 stories with gable roof 
surmounted by cupola and weathervane. Principal entrance faces south.

Merriconegan Farm's remarkable collection of attached houses, ells, and 
barns is architecturally distinctive and unique. The evolution of this 
vernacular agricultural complex can only be understoon by examining the history 
of its builders and inhabitants, which is related under "Significance".
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The primary significance of Merriconegan Farm lies in the fact that it is 
the most extensive and impressive example of extended or continuous architecture 
remaining and perhaps ever existing in Maine and possibly New England, In an 
excellent state of preservation, it comprises two complete houses with residential 
ells, sheds and two large barns, one at either end. The entire complex was 
gradually assembled between the early 1830's and 1897. Magnificently located on 
a rise overlooking Harpswell Bay and approached directly from the front by a long 
straight entrance road which joins an oval drive passing the length of the struc^ 
ture, Merriconegan Farm, although a working agricultural entity, also bespeaks 
the economic and cultural background of its builders.

Thomas Skolfield, son of a large Irish landholder came to America as a young 
man in 1757 with the Orr family, later proprietors of Orr's Island on the neigh 
boring peninsula east of Harpswell. Skolfield, a graduate of Oxford University, 
taught for a time at both Boston Latin School and Harvard College. Later, coming 
to Maine with the Orr f s, he acquired a large tract of land in the area of the present 
farm but at his death in 1796, had had little time to develop it. Of'his five 
sons, Clement, a Harvard graduate, remained on the land, building a house (now 
standing in Brunswick a few hundred yards north) and working the farm. George 
(later always referred to as "Master George"), the eldest of Clement's seven sons, 
began a shipbuilding business with his yard on Harpswell Bay across the road 
from the farm. He became highly successful, constructing a long series of large 
sailing vessels, many of which were captained by his younger brothers.

It was "Master George" who, with his father, built the first house in the 
present complex and later the older of the two barns. His son, George Roger, and 
grandson, Daniel T. (father of the present owner*s husband) built the remaining 
parts of the present structure and carried on the shipyard until the early years 
of this century. The tradition of education remained strong in the family, a 
number of Skolfield men being college graduates and the son of the present owner 
a graduate of Harvard Law School. The desire to preserve this remarkable property 
continues in the family so that its future appears bright for the time being.
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